
Examining The Ease Of Buying Nursing Essays 
Online Through Essay Mills And Contract Cheating 
Sites 
but if we know why students are doing this will help us to design assignments for avoiding 
providing opportunities for students achit particularly I want to think about fitness or practice can 
we put nurses out there into the workplace into our hospitals we're not capable of doing the jobs 
it's really a guiding question I'm going back to Bob clogged Robert Clark this was something he 
said on BBC News would you want to be treated by a nurse who's cheated on their assignment 
and of course the implication is there that the nurse may not be able to do their job and then 
may potentially be real harm and risk it's a point that's come up again and again and again when 
I've spoken to journalists and when bob has broken journalists and you can see this point 
replicated all over the Internet both in the UK and abroad and it's a guiding question we have to 
make sure that were only turning out people who are fit practice and who that we will trust to 
treat ourselves or to treat our families the main part of this training then is to look at some of the 
different sources that are being used by students I want to start off by sa Mills it's a very 
traditional term used to describe the sites that will write original essays (this type of paper you 
can buy from the service from which you can also buy a term paper) for students and their loss 
of these aimed at nursing this is what happens if you go on google and type my essay in the 
search box and this is just five of the top heads the first five that come back you'll see that 
google gave us 95 million results there including things like is a custom writing at ten dollars i'm 
not going to focus in particularly on the names of the sites even though some of those you look 
down the list become really quite trendy I'm thinking things like cool ése but this is just one term 
you can use all sorts of other ones you could use to find services to write essays and the word 
essay incidentally extends far beyond just essays this could include course work as well it could 
mean preparing powerpoint slides and scripts or presentations we've seen all kinds of examples 
but there are just some of the top hits there but if we start to drill a lot deeper it's where the 
concerns really are this is a site aimed specifically at nursing essay as you can see the photo 
they're aimed for marketing appeal at people interested in that the orange text fully customized 
nursing papers and so as a science are getting smart they're not just aiming at general essays 
they're looking at specifics and nursing essays is just one type of example here and you notice 
this one is targeting themselves at the UK they're on a UK domain I've not included the mains 
here but these are easy enough to find from people who want them I don't think we're doing any 
harm by showing these exists particularly to other academics people in the nursing profession 
that these sites are out there there are some interesting terms on that page then in that text I'm 
sure that you'll agree here's a second sight again this is a UK domain a doc code at UK there for 
writing nursing essays and you'll see that tower bridge as well in the background pricing in 
pounds were a few things here that make me think perhaps this isn't really a uk-based site at all 
and it comes down to language it comes down to the more than 2 million students served clearly 
there aren't that number of nursing students in the UK this is talking about a much wider market 
but look at all those facts the number of people they claim have PhDs the number of people 
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they claim get their desired grades of course I major about a 1 in 20 chance of not getting the 
grade you thought that four out of five of their customers referred other people to the site it's a 
big part of the marketing behind these sites become viral  


